Congratulations on embarking upon your NZOIA qualification.
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NZOIA is pleased to announce that under a new agreement with industry training organisation
Skills Active, NZOIA Leader and Instructor candidates can now earn a New Zealand National
Qualification, concurrently with their NZOIA qualification.
By completing a few extra tasks, you will be able to achieve an equivalent, nationallyrecognised Skills Active qualification on your NZQA Record of Achievement, alongside your
industry recognised NZOIA qualification.
You can also complete the process retrospectively, if you already hold an eligible, current
NZOIA qualification.
The fee for a Skills Active qualification is usually $200 + GST, but in honour of this historic
partnership with NZOIA, registrations for equivalent recognition will be free of charge until
31 December 2016.
Up until 31 December 2016 you can also complete the process retrospectively, if you already
hold an eligible, current NZOIA award.

What are the benefits of an equivalent Skills Active qualification?
•
•
•
•

An additional, highly respected qualification that boosts your CV and gives even more
confidence to prospective employers and clients in the outdoors industry
Recognition of Achievement within NZQA’s education system that has international
comparisons with other qualification frameworks throughout the world
Entry into the NZQA framework, opening up further opportunities to train and progress
in your outdoors career
Assessment is concurrent with your NZOIA qualification, meaning you will work with
the same assessor and you will not be required to double up on assessment tasks.

To take this opportunity, contact NZOIA for a
Skills Active trainee agreement package.

For trainees at NZOIA Leader level:
For the Abseil, Bush, Kayak, Rock and Sea Kayak strands, achievement will be recognised
with an equivalent National Certificate in Outdoor Recreation Level 3 qualification in the same
strand, awarded by Skills Active.
To achieve this equivalent qualification you will also need to provide:
• Copy of Basic First Aid (standards 6400, 6401 and 6402) OR (standards 26551 and
26552). These unit standards are only relevant to the Outdoor Leader qualifications
• Copy of Outdoor First Aid (standard 424). This unit standard is only relevant to the
Outdoor Leader qualifications
• Short written assignment.
The sea kayak strand will also involve one additional observation assessment. This observation
will involve an additional cost.

For trainees at NZOIA Instructor level:
For the Bush, Kayak and Rock strands, achievement will be recognised with an equivalent
National Certificate in Outdoor Instruction Level 4/5 qualification in the same strand, awarded
by Skills Active.
To achieve this equivalent qualification you will be asked to provide a portfolio of
evidence, including:
• Short written assignment on your philosophy on outdoor instruction
• Additional logged information from instruction activities.
The kayak strand will also involve additional evidence of trip plans or Risk Management
Assessments.
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